Progrezo Records, considered within the electronic music industry as one of the most
relevant, fresh and innovative labels which exposes high-quality electronic music not only
available in major music stores on vinyl and digital including Beatport, iTunes, Spotify,
Music Mail, Astral Music, Decks, etc, but also strongly supported by some of the world's
biggest names Richie Hawtin, Sasha, John Digweed, Hernan Cattaneo, Loco Dice, Timo
Maas, Max Cooper, Microtrauma and Dubfire to name a few, giving the label an
undeniable cue as one of the solid imprints specialized in modern electronic music.
Established since 2007, Progrezo Records publishes
releases on vinyl, CD and digital featuring quality
artists such as UNKLE, Alex Dolby, Jeff Bennett,
Alex Young, Anthony Pappa, Nick Olivetti,
Italoboyz, Home Video, Pole Folder and Phunk
Investigation; alongside some of the best tomorrow'
talents to put an eye on including Gare Mat K,
Propulse, Daniel Mehes, Ievgeniy Kozlov, Allan
Mille, Tell Her, Guido Durante, Nae-Tago, Denny Engler, A-Lix, Fractal Architect, Gians,
Radek K, Gus Bonani and Andy Arias amongst others.

Progrezo Records has been reviewed by
major magazines and webzines including
Rolling Stone, Mixmag, Paper Music,
Autobrennt, DI.FM and Sound Revolt, as
well as several of its music videos have been
circulating on MTV US, Latin America and
on well known brand campaigns O'Neil.
It has to be said that Progrezo rapidly gained
support from some of the world's more
prominent Dj's including Sasha, Timo Maas,
Loco Dice, Richie Hawtin, Damian Lazarus,
John Digweed, Nick Warren, Tom Pooks,
Pole Folder, Oliver Klein, Tomcraft, Spooky,
Hernan Cattaneo, Andrea Roma, Hector
Romero, Dibby Dougherty, Stu Hirst, Nick-K, Kasey Taylor, Flash Brothers, Kosmas
Epsilon, Kazell and Dubfunk to name a few.

Its music releases include several of the most outstanding talents, in addition to
overwhelming newcomers, making their releases hit frequently top100 Electronica,
Minimal, Techno and Tech-house charts, as well as featured on important DJ compilations
like recent Hernan Cattaneo's Balance 026. Progrezo Records is part of one of the European
management leading companies which has under its belt labels such as Cocoon, Pacha,
Swayzak, Souvenir, Bpitch Ctrl, Cassius and Playhouse, reaching over 450 music stores tv,
radio, mobil phones and top of the notch Publisher.

Under its belt counts with a series of important releases and licenses from ZYX (Germany),
Balance Music (Australia), Global Underground (UK), Swift (Greece) and Media Records
(Italy).

Progrezo Records host three exclusive monthly radio-shows on DI.FM Techno / Minimal
Channels
and
friskyRadio.
https://www.friskyradio.com/show/progrezo_sounds/,
http://www.di.fm/techno, http://www.di.fm/minimal

With cutting-edge artists spread all over the world in every single continent, massive
releases, contributors from corner to corner and a growing army of worldwide followers,
Progrezo Records proves itself as a forward-thinking brand, established with solid
foundations within the entertainment music industry, aimed to expose an authentic music
concept with a clear vision where both music and visual are part of the same journey,
identifying first-class electronic music lovers.
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